
QUESTIONS 

VERY SHORT ANSWER. QUESTli0
1

NS (I Mark) 

1. Every EM wave has certain freqUJency. Name two parameters of an em
wave that oscillate with this frequency.

UNIT-5 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES



2. What is the phase difference between electric and magnetic field vectors
in an em wave?

3.. Name ,am radiations used for detecting1 fake curr-ency notes .. 

4. Give any two us.es of microwaves.

5.. Name the phenomenon which justifies the transverse nature of em waves. 

6. Arrange the t olllowing em waves in descending order of wavelengths :
y ray, microwaves UV radiations.

7. Which component E or B of an em wave is responsible for visible effect?

8. Wrjte expression for speed o·t em waves in a medium of elect:nical permittlivity
e and magnetic permeability µ.

9., Wlhi1ch of the follow1ing has longest penetration power? 

UV radiation, X-ray, Microwaves. 

10. Which of the following has least frequency?·

IR radiations. visible radiation, radio waves.

11. Which physical quantity is the same for microwaves of wavel,ength 1 mm
and UV radiations of 1600 A 0 in vacuum?

12. Name two physical quantities which are imparted by an em wave to a
suriface on which it falls.

13. Name the physical quantity with unit same as that of
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electric flux. 

14.. Wihat is the source of energy associated with propagating em waves? 

15. What is the wavelength range of em waves that w ere pmduced and
observed by J.C. Bose?

16. Name the device used for producing microwaves.

17., Name the em radiations which are detected using Gieger tube. 

18.. Relative electric permittivity of a medium is 8 and relative permeability is 
close to unity. What is the speed of ern waves in the medium .. 



19. Identify the part of the electromagnetic spectrum to which the following
wavelengths belong

(i) 10-1 m {ii) 10-12 m

20. Name the part of the ele.ctiromagnetic spectrum ot wavelength 10-2 m and
mention its. one application.

21. Which of the f olllowing, if any, can act as a source of electromagnetic
waves?

(i) A charge moving with a constant v elociity.

(ii) A charge rnovi rig in a circular o rib it.

(iii) A charge at rest

22. Mention the pa1r of space and time-varying E and B, fields which would
generate a plane em wave trevelling in Z-direction.

23. The cha.rgingI current for a capacitor is 0.2A What is the displacement
Current?

24. Give the ratio of' Velo-cities of Ii ght wav es ot wav e I engths 4000A" and
8000A0 in Vaccu m..

25. Which physical quantity, It any has the same value for waves belonging to
the different parrts of the el,e-ctrornagnetic spectrum?

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (2 Marks) 

1. Give one use of each of the following (i) UV ray (ii} y-ray

2. Represent EMwav-es propag1a:ting along the x-axis. In which electric and
magnetic fields are allong y�axis and z--ax.is respectively.

3. State �he principles of' production of EM waves. An EM wave of wavelength
l goes from vacuum to a medium of refractive index n. What w1ill be the
fr-equency of wave in the medium?

4. Aln f=Mwave has amplitude of electric field £=
0 

and amplitude of magnetic

fiield is B
0 

the electric field at some instant become 
3

E0 . What will be
4

magnetic field at this instant? {Wave is travelling in vacuum).



5. State two applicatlions of infra.red radiations.

6. State two applications of ultraviolet radiations.

7. State two applications of x-rays.

8. Show that the average ener,giy density of �he electric fi,eld E equals the
average energry density of the magnetics fields B?

SHORT ANSWER OUEST10NS, (3 IMarks) 

1. Name EM radiations used (i) in the treatment of cancer.

(ii) For detecting flaw in pipes carrying oill.

(iii) In sterilizing surgical instruments.

2. How would you e xpenirnentally show that EM waves are transverse in
nature?

3. lirst any three pmpertiies of .EM waves.

4. Find the wavelength of electromagrnetic waves of frequency 5 x 10 19 Hz
in free space. Give its two applications




